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musical teachers—have had [surprising] success in teaching,
for example, the pipe organ to people who are forty years of
age or over. . . Modern times show, apart from experimental
evidence, the tendency of the middle-aged to learn the modern
dances, to drive their own cars, to play golf, and in general to
add other strings to their bow."1
We certainly are becoming more youthful in middle-age. In
mid-Victorian times men of forty assumed ponderous elderly
airs, and an unmarried woman of six-and-twenty was " on the
shelf." All this is changed. The words which Trollope put into
the mouth of one of his characters have come true, "every
female between three and forty-three is a girl nowadays." At
least they may be if they will. And there, perhaps, is the rub—
if they will. The supreme danger of middle age is that of
settling down to a humdrum routine, as though all had been
achieved; in other words, the danger of discontinuing one's
education. "In the summer of 1897," writes Mr. Edmond
Holmes, "I was transferred from Kent to Oxford. I had
reached the critical age of 47. My body was beginning to grow
old. What of my soul? Was it to grow old with the body? Or
was it, as the only alternative to this, to grow young*! I stood
at the parting of the ways. But I did not stand there long. I
chose the renewal rather than the mere continuance of life.
Or, rather, the choice was made for me by influences which
were too strong for me. The change from a small country town
to Oxford, the stimulus of a great friendship, and my growing
interest in psychism combined to give an impetus to the current
of my inner life, which was almost equivalent to re-birth. The
days of spiritual stagnation were over; and the river, wider and
deeper than in the period of its foam and fury, but not less swift
and strong, renewed its journey to the sea."2
Great opportunities await the middle-aged person who
1 J. B. Watson, in Suggestions of Modern Science concerning Educa-
tion, pp. 91-5. Direct and favourable evidence is collected ib Adult
Learning, by E. L. Thorndike and others.
1 In Quest of an Ideal, p. 104,

